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Skagit County Land Use Designations and FEMA
100-Year Flood Plain

LAND USE DESIGNATION:

- Incorporated Areas
- [UGA] Urban Growth Areas
- [RRV] Rural Reserve
- [RI] Rural Intermediate
- [RVC] Rural Village Commercial
- [RRC-NRL] Rural Resource - NRL

LEGEND

- [Ag-NRL] Agriculture - NRL
- [SF-NRL] Secondary Forest - NRL
- [IF-NRL] Industrial Forest - NRL
- [RB] Rural Business
- [RC] Rural Center
- [RFS] Rural Freeway Service
- [NRL] Natural Resource Industrial
- [SRT] Small-scale Recreation & Tourism
- [CSB] Cottage Industry / Small-Scale Business
- [RMI] Rural Marine Industrial
- OSRSI
- WAT
- OUT

FEMA 100-Year Flood Plain

DATA SOURCE INFORMATION:

County Boundary, Incorporated Areas, Hydrology and Road centerlines are maintained by Skagit County GIS. Land use designation generated from Skagit County Comprehensive Plan, adopted June 10th, 2002.

Map Created: 4-29-2003
Map Updated: 8-5-2003

This map was created from available public records and existing map sources, not from field surveys. Map features from all sources have been adjusted to achieve a "best fit" registration to the Ownership Parcels Map. While great care was taken in this process, maps from different sources rarely agree as to the precise location of geographic features. The relative positioning of map features to one another results from combining different map sources without field "ground truthing."